Orderful is a complete cloud EDI platform used by manufacturers, distributors, logistics companies, retailers, and technology companies. Using our API, you can reduce costs, improve time to value, and eliminate EDI challenges of the past.

**Achieve Scale with EDI:**

- **Simplify your EDI landscape with one API.** Eliminate the need for in-depth EDI expertise, complex development work, and third-party managed services.
- **Troubleshoot EDI issues immediately.** See the status of EDI workflows and resolve issues with business rules.
- **Let your business users problem solve.** Transition the EDI problem away from developers and give the power back to your users.
- **Add value quickly.** Onboard trading partners in an average of 1.5 days.
- **Avoid hidden fees and reduce TCO.** Simply pay by your number of trading partners.

**The Future of EDI is Here:**

When we first saw Orderful, we thought, ‘Wow, can this platform actually do what it says it can do?’ We soon found out that it can. Orderful has satisfied every one of our needs in a partner. Because they’re run by someone who understands the pain points of EDI and knows how to scale a business, we’re completely confident that Orderful will continue driving our success for years to come.

— David Broering, President of North American Non-Asset Solutions, NFI Industries

Orderful’s EDI experts are ready to help you make the transition to modern cloud EDI. Contact Kelly Goodrich, Vice President of Sales today at kelly.goodrich@orderful.com or 952-200-5462.